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Questions and Answers and Informational Exchange

1. Information Needed on
   Graduate Courses in Instruction for Teaching Assistants or Persons Preparing for a Future in Higher Education

Mary Lynn Crow is teaching a newly-developed graduate course entitled "Advanced Instructional Strategies for College and University Teaching." She is interested in exchanging syllabi and other course materials with others who are teaching similar courses.

Contact Person: Mary Lynn Crow
   Faculty Development Resource Center
   Suite 2, Library Basement, Box 19359
   University of Texas at Arlington
   Arlington, TX 76019
   Phone: 817/273-3339

2. Information Available on
   Study Skills Packet

A ten-page condensation of hints for students which include tips on note-taking, reading textbooks efficiently, and test-taking.

Contact Person: Maureen Masters
   Center for Professional Development
   University of Dayton
   Dayton, OH 45469
   Phone: 513/229-4149

3. Information Available on
   Occupational BURNOUT

A packet of materials which contains articles on teacher and administrator BURNOUT. An extensive bibliography is included.

Contact Person: Kumar Dontamsetti
   INPOD
   412 Jefferson Building
   University of Iowa
   Iowa City, IA 52242
   Phone: 319/353-4285
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4. Information Available on
   A List of Six Sources of Information on Honors Students

   Contact Person: Joseph Altinger
   c/o Office of Faculty Development
   Youngstown State University
   Youngstown, OH 44555

5. Information Available on
   Research Findings as to Whether Multiple-Choice Tests Can Measure Creativity

   Contact Persons: Norman Frederiksen, William C. Ward, and Sybil B. Carlson
   FINDINGS
   Vol. VI, No. 1, 1980
   Educational Testing Service
   Princeton, NJ 08541